
Exit strokes: a recipe for disaster
Once a child has been taught that an entry stroke is an integral part of a letter, like any other aspect of
handwriting, it becomes an automated habit and is difficult to alter. You can see that entry strokes caused
similar problems a hundred years ago when the pointed quills or nibs and the copperplate writing made entry
strokes necessary. Then, the entry stroke helped to get the ink to flow. It was not a good idea to stop in the
middle of a word because most likely an ink blot would be the result. The hand rested lightly on the desk so that
it could move easily along the line during long words.

The examples below are written by pupils who are not very competent and their script is distorted by entry
strokes. The first one has problems with the joining stroke after ‘r’. The next one uses an entry stroke mid word
and overlaps the exit stroke. When the letters are wrongly formed in the first place the result is disastrous. The
unfortunate pupil on the bottom line would have to go right back to the beginning with his letters. It is really
unfair to burden such pupils with unnecessary complexities, and most view simpler letters with great relief.
Sometimes it is just a matter of being given permission to drop something that they have been made to do, and
always found difficult.

For competent writers the problem will always be that entry strokes make it more difficult, in the end to join up,
not less. If the primary schools that promote such models could see the results of their teaching they might
rethink their policy. 
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Exit strokes: a recipe for disaster

Entry strokes confuse when you change from separate letters to joined up.

100 years ago entry strokes caused trouble. They still
do if you stop to dot your ‘i’ or cross your ‘t’.

See what happens

Entry strokes overlap but do not join when
you stop and start in mid-word.

Forget entry strokes. Wait to the end of short words to
dot your ‘i’s and cross your ‘t’s.

Entry strokes on wrongly formed letters make matters
worse.

‘i’ and ‘r’ push up from the base. Mock entry
strokes make ‘i’ curve backwards.

Start ‘i’ at the top and omit the entry stroke for efficient
joins.




